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Abstract. The infinite heha\iour of a Petri net is the set of infillitc, labelled (II- unlabt*lid firing 
sequences. For the well-known notion of i-acceptance for i E (1, l’, 2, 2’. 3; two hierarchies arc 
established and their interrelation is studied. 
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. 
Inf-oduction 
Petri nets provicle an important model for abstract descriptions of concurrent 
syste1r.s. Compared with finite automata or other types of automata the advimtage 
of a Petri net consists in a direct graphical representation of events that occur 
concurrently 
‘The numerous approaches to formally define the dynamical behaviour of a Petri 
net can be divided into two groups. In one of these approaches the behaviour is 
defined by the notion of so-called processes, which explicitly preserve the relation 
of concurrency [!?, 21, 291. Much more theoretical work has been done in the 
second approach, lvhere the behaviour of a Petri net is defined as the set of alI 
observable sequences of transitions that can occur. Since a Petri net can also bo 
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seen as an automaton defining a set of words, these sets are calted languages. From 
the numerous papers in this field, which also relate Petri net languages to the theory 
of automata and formal languages, we only mention [lO] and [Z]. 
Concurrent systems often appear as discrete time continuous dynamical processes. 
Therefore it is natural to represent the behaviour of a Petri net by the set of infinite 
sequences of transitions that can occur. Infinite sequences have been used to study 
traditional problems of deadlocks and starvation [24]. 
In this paper we investigate the languages of infinite words of Petri nets by 
notations and methods developed for finite automata, push-down automata and 
Turing machines [4, 5, 61. In Section 2 we recall some general definitions holding 
for sets of infinite words, also called w-languages. Then in Section 3 the a-behaviour 
of a Petri net (or net for short) is defined as its o-language of firing sequences. In 
particular, a hierarchy of >uch o-behaviours is proved for unlabelled nets, A-free 
labelled nets and labelled nets. 
w-languages have been defined for various models of automata using sets of 
‘designated states’. These sets play a similar role as terminal states for accepting 
finite words. In particular, five different ways of defining infinite words by ‘desig- 
nated states’ have been studied. This methodic distinction of definability of infinite 
words by finite autc’mata was introduced in [ 181 and denoted ‘i-definability’, for 
id { 1, I ‘, 2,2’, 3). For instance, an infinite input word is 3-defined if the set of states 
occurring infinitely oiten in a corresponding infinite sequence of states is a desig- 
nated set of states. 
App!yin‘g to nets, an infinite firing sequence is ‘3-defined’. if the set of markings 
occurring infinitely often in the corresponding infinite sequence of markings is a 
designated set of markings. Instead of ‘i-defined langauges’ we will use the ter- 
minology ‘i-behaviour’ of the net. 
Consider for instance a net representing the five philosophers problem. Let he 
5, (O- i- 3) the place of the net expressing the condition that philosopher i is 
eating. Then in an infinite firing sequence philosopher i ic starvation free, iff s, is 
rnwk~d intinitcly often. Let hc 5’ the set of all sets I) of markings satisfying: 
VV E {s,,, . . . , .sd} 3112 ED: M(S) -D 0. Then the 3-behaviour of the net with 9 as 
designated class of sets represents the starvation free infinite hehaviour of the net. 
This example will be discussed in tn~xt’ detail in Section 1. 
In Section 4 we investigate the i:lterrelation of i-behaviours of h-fret: labelled 
nets. Also the relation to the so-ca led t+Kleene-closurr is studied. These results 
;lrt‘ put together to form a partially xdercd set of classes Y’:,, (i E { 1, 1’. 2, 2’, 3)). 
,\-free lahclled nets ~111 bc wgnn dcd as particular nonjetern~inistic, real time, 
many counter automata. Thtxforc~ it is natural to compare our result with the 
m-rqwnding hierarchy of i-dcfina )Ie ~l~mpuages of push-darn automata in [5]. 
Tht difrcrcnce hctwcen these hierarchy results arise from the fact, th;it by defining 
;I tinitc set of markings as set of designated states also the bcha\*iour of the counters 
is rNrictcd. SO NY can hope to obtain a similar hierarchy ii in the definition of 
i-hchaviour only the bcha\Gx~r of a ‘finite control’ of the net is in\*ol\ued. 
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This is done in Section 5 by defining the set of designated markings only for a 
specified subset of bounded places. The families of languages obtained in this way 
are denoted by 99:. They form a hierarchy, which has in fact the same structure 
as in the case of push-down automata [S]. 
In Section 6 we link these hierarchies by showing that 2” = 9:. Let the o-Kleene- 
closure KC,@) of a family of languages 9’ be the set of all finite unions of 
w-languages A l B’” with A, B E 9’. In [22, 4, 81 w-languages 3-defined by finite 
automata have been shown to equal the w-Kleene-closure of regular languages. 
The analogous property has been proved in [20, SJ for the case of push-down 
automata. The w-Kleene-closure of recursively enumerable languages is properly 
inc’clded in the family of languages 3-defined by Turing machines [28, 26, 61. In 
the case of Petri nets we found the following situation (see Fig. 8). The main part 
of the L&hierarchy is properly included in the w-Kleene-closure KC,, (.J&) of Petri 
net languages, but incomparable with &, and all families of the 9&hierarchy. At 
the end of the paper we show that within the classes, investigated in Sections 4 
and 5, there are no other inclusions. This proves our results to be complete. 
In Section 7 we give some conclusions. Also a hint to further work [3] is given, 
where the relation of this paper to the important concept of fairness is studied. 
A part of the work presented here was started within the framework of a Diploma 
Thesis [17] with contributions of G. Kutschker and the author as adviser. It was 
continued afterwards by the author to obtain the presentation here, including an 
important set of additional results. A part of the paper has been presented at 
I’&ole de Printemps d’Informatique Theorique: Reseaux de Petri et Parallelisme, 
;‘c~lleville-sur-mer, France, 1980. 
2. Pnfinite words and languages of infinite words 
In this section we give some basic definitions concerning finite words and w-words. 
These notations are similar to the formalisms in [S] and [l]. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be an alphabet. We denote by X* the free monoid generated 
by X, i.e. the set of finite words written with X as alphabet, including the empty 
word A. 1~1 is the length of a word II EX*. We use the notation j~l.~ for the number 
of occurrences of a letter s E X in a word 14 E X *. The prefix or left factor relation 
between words II, c EX* is denoted II 5 t!, i.e., 3~1 EX*: zict’ = L’. FG(tl) ‘= (14 E 
P j 14 :. r} is the left factor of L’ and FG(A) := U (FG(u) 114 E A} is the left factor 
of a language 
For 1 - -11 -- IlTi 
length H. 
Definition 2.2. Let %+ := {1,2,. . .} den&e the set of positive integers and N := Nit u 
(0). An infinite sequence over X, also called w-K)orcr’, is a map M’ : Ni’ + X. Since ~7 (i 1 
A c X*. A c X* is a prefix if I( : 1’ implies II = L’ for all z-1, 11 EA. 
by L’(II) WC denote the nth element of L’ and by C[H] the prefix of 
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denotes the ith letter of w, we also write w = w(l)w(2)w(3) l - 9 . Then X”’ is the 
set of all w-words over the alphabet X. X” := X’” u X* denotes the set of finite 
crnd infinite words over X. 
Definition 2,3. An w-word 1~ has length 1 w I= W. For each i EN+ by bv[i] we denote 
the finite prefix u = w(l) w (2) . . . w(i)c X* of length i. Then the w-word M’ can be 
uniquely expressed as w = I-CQ 11~2 where w 1 = \v[i] E X* and ~‘2 = 7i i w ) E X”’ is the 
i-fold truncation of \v. We also define w [0] = A, ?( up ) = w. By this we have defined 
the concatenation uw for words u E X* cLnd w-words IV E X”‘. 
The word \t’l E X* is said to be a prefix or a left factor of a o-word w E X” if 
3 E V* : M’[i] = ~7~. This is denoted by M’~ s 1~. FG(M’) := {~[i]li E iN’} is the set of 
left-factors of 1~. 
We now define a notation for the concatenation of a finite set of (finite) words 
and extend it to the infinite case. 
Definition 2.4. If ill, ~2, . . . , I.{,, is a finite sequence of words from X”, then 
r1 
!-I, 1 14, := L41141 ’ - . II,, is the concatenation of these words. 
If lr’], II?, 113, . . . is an infinite sequence of words from X ’ then 14 = ny 1 II, = 
il[l4;1UJ * * l denotes the (infinite) concatenation of these words. It-is uniquely defined 
by the property V~Z E%’ : n:‘_ 1 Iii G I!. 
Definition 2.5. Often we want to say that a property P(i) holds for infinitley many 
i E c% WC abbreviate this by 3,i: P(i ). 
GiL7Cfl :1 oJ-woId iI’ E x1”, we then define the set of letters from X appearing 
infinitely often in jt’ by In( \ty f := (A- E X 13 ,-i: wii) = x ). The set is called the irtfirrir\- 
51’1 of It’. 
Definition 2.6. A o-lnrquage is a subset f_ E X”’ of w-words. FG(L) := 
~J{FG(w[ M’ E L} is the set of left factors of L. From a language A EX* and a 
clJ-lan~llagc H 2 ‘,Y”’ WC’ obtain the product AB := (L*H*IL’ E A, H* E B} cz X“‘. 
- u 
Assume that the bchaviour- of a systtlm is given by a set of finite sequences of 
transitions (finite histories). Then there arc several wavs to obtain a set of infinite 
hist(-)ri the intinitc bchaviour of the system. The simplest approach is to charactcr- 
iz~ :In intinite scqucnc~ IV of transitions 17~ its (infinite) set of left factors FCM) 
i Dctinifion . 2.3) Obviously it is sufficient to ~1st’ an arbitrary, but infinite subset 
.V FG( It’ j of Clcsc left f-actors. The infinite squ~ncc is then called the limit of 
31, since w is wntairwd in the closilrc of M with respect to a well-ktlow~l topology 
or, .k x [ 1, CL]. 
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Sometimes the prefixes of infinite histories of systems are ‘hidden’ in the prefixes 
of finite histories. To give an example: for the finite behaviour L = a “b we have 
E=0but w =uaa . - l might be an infinite history. Therefore we use the ‘adherence’ 
Adh(L) =(M*} of the lnnguage [l, 191. 
Definition 2.8. If L cX* is a language, then the adherence of L is defined by 
Adh(L) := (~9 EX~ IVn EN+ 31 EX*: w[n]v EL). 
We mention the cbvious relation Adh(L) = FG(L) [ 1, 191. The third operator, 
which generates a o-language from a language is analogous to the Kleene-closure: 
the finite words are repeated infinitely often. 
Definition 2.9. If L G X* is a language, then 
is the closureof L. For L = {u} with u E X’ we write u” instead of (G}“‘. 
From the numerous interrelations of these operators we mi-ntion: L’” c L* and 
if L is a prefix, then L” = L”. They can be found, among many others, in [1, 8, 
19, 231. 
The lemma of Konig [ 161 will be used in proofs on w-languages in the following 
form. 
Lemma 2.1 (Konig [ 161). Let, for all n E N’, E,, be a finite nonempty s&et 0.f a set 
E and R c E x E a relation such that i J (E, 1 II E N’} is infinite and ‘drt E N’ Vy E 
E ,* + l 3x E E,, : (x, y ) E R. Then there -i.c; an o-word MS E E” such that u’(n ) E E,, and 
( w (II), w (11 + 1) ) E R for all 11 E N’ . 
1 co-languages of Petri nets C. 
In this section we define Petri nets and their infinite behaviour by w-languages. 
We follow the formalism in [ 131, which should be consulted for more details. 
A Petri net is graphically represented by a bipartite graph (S, T, F), where S is 
a fmitc set of nodes, called places (represented by circles), T is the second (and 
disjoint,) set of nodes, called transitions (represented by squares) and F C_ 
(S x T) LJ (T x S) are the edges of the graph. A multiplicity iunction W labels each 
edge by a natural number. The semantics of multiple edges will be explained 
together with the firing rule. 
The transitions of a Petri net represent the events of actions of a system. Names 
from an alphabet X may be given to these events by a labelling function 12 : T-CC. 
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If two transitions cl and f2 have the same name h (tl) = h <tz) = x E X, they represent 
events of the system, which appear to be identical for the observer. The observer 
gives the name x to both, tl and t2. When modelling a real system by a Petri net 
it can occur that the firing of a transition t is not observable by the user. For 
instance, a user in a dialog session can onl!! observe actions of the tzletype of a 
computer and not the internal transitions of the system (cf. also ‘silent transitions’ 
in [23]). Consequently an occurrence of such a transition t does not appear in the 
corresponding behavioural description. Therefore the label of t is the empty word 
‘A ’ and the labelling function has th,n form h : T-+X u {A}. In the graph of a net 
the labelling is indicated neasthe sqlaare representing the transition or inside the 
r;quare if the name of the transition is omitted. 
The initial marking gives a distribution of tokens on the places. It is represented 
as a mapping 112~~ : S + FU or as 3. vector rno E N”. If II::.,(~) =o then iz tokens are drawn 
in the place s,. t 
Definition 3.1. A Petri twt (or pkccr@mitiotz rwt, or UPI for short) iV = 
6, T, F. W, h, ml,) is g&n i:f:,: 2 !inite set of pkzcvs S = {s,, . . . , s,,), a finite set of 
tramitions T = (tl , . . . , t,,,}, disjoint Zrorn S, a flow relation F E CS x T) u (T Y S), a 
mrltiplicity fttnctiorl W : F + N’ , a trmsihz labclling fmct+1 It ; T + X v (A ) and 
an initial marking m. E hi”. 
Example 3.1. P -(.Q, . . . , L~.J. T=(t*, . . . , t.+}, F ={LQ, tl), (.q, t21, IQ, td, LQ. id). 
(.Q, cd, (t1, .$I 1, itI, sd, 02, .~?I, u.l, sz), (14, s7)). Wu,, SJ = W7s.J. t.3) = 2. W(s, 1.) - 1 
in the other cases, 11 (tl 1 = h (td = (1, h (r.J = Cl (t4) = 0, HI~,(.s,) = 1, IN,~(.s, ) = o in the 
other cases. 
The graph of the net IV = 6, T, F, W, II, MIJ is given in Fig. 1. 
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Definition 3.4. Markings are changed by firings of transitions. A transition t E T 
of the net N has concession, or can fire in a marking m E M, if m (s) 2 Wh, f f for 
all s E ‘t. If I has [-oncession in m E M then t fires tn to m ’ E A4 where m’(s) - 
mIs)- W(s,r) if sE:*t+, m'(_+=n~(s)+ W(r,sj if s E t’ - ‘t, m’(s) = 
HZ(~)-- W(SJ)+ W(r,s)ifsE.tnt’andm’(s~=nz(s)ifsET-(’rut’).Thisrelation 
on M x T x Ad is the firing relation and denoted by m (f)rlz ‘. 
Definition 3.5. The tiring relation is recursively extended to finite sequences of 
transitions by Tut (A)nz and nz (tiJt)m’ H 3m”: m ( w)m” and nz “( t)ilz ’ for all m E M, 
N’ E x”, c E T. If in a marking HZ a firing sequence it’ can fire we write f?z ( IV> iff 
3m’: m(w)m’. 
For our purposes it is convenient to define a function cp which gives for a marking 
and a finite or infinite sequence of transitions the resulting sequence of markings 
(if aily is existing). 
Dahition 3.6. The function <F : A4 x TX + 111”‘ is defined for all III E M, tt* E TX and 
i --G \\%-I by 
~!171, W)(i) := 
112 ’ if rn (bv[i])nl’, 
A if not 112 (Iv[i]>. 
-t Ry this definition we have for PZI E M, 5’ E T* :m(r:) iff I&r, v)I = IL’/. We extend 
this rc!ation to A4 x T” by defining for VI E M, M* E T“’ mh,) iff i*(nz, \c)/ = IIV/ = w. 
Since q is frequently used for the initial marking IIZ(), we also define 
&,( 1\’ ) := q t !I1 I), H’ ) 
Now we are ready to define the set of firing sequences. 
Definition 3.7. F(N) := {c E T* ( M~,,(o}] is the set of firing sequences and 
F,,(N) := {w E T’” 1 rno( IV>) is the set of infinite firing sequences of the net Iv. 
Definition 3.8. Extending the labeliing function 11: T + X u(A ) to /z : T” + X’” by 
h(w)(i) =h(w(i)) for all M’ E T” and i ~/IV/ we obtain by 
I_,,,rN) := (l~(It~~EX”‘jlt’EF,,,(N)) 
the o-itzrzg~crgc of N, also called the w-belzaciour of N. (Note that finite words arc 
excluded from L,,,pV L) 
Definition 3.9. The labelling function 12 is called ~-free if h (t) f A for all ,t E 7: If 
11 is A-free, we say that N is A-free. Then we car &ine six classes of net languages: 
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9 := {F(N) IN is a net}, 
9” := {CAN) IN is a net}, 
2 := {UN)) Iv is a A-free net}, 
Afl := (L(N)IN is a net}, 
-=zo :=(L,(N)IN is a A-free net), 
%A := (L,(N) 1 N is a net}. 
Example 3.2. (a) For the net of Example 3.1 and Fig. 1 we have L(N) = 
{a%’ ji *j HI} and L,,(N) = Q”. 
rb) If we redefine /z(br) = jz(tz) ==A, then L(N) =h* and L,,,(N) =Q). 
Definition 3.10. (~2) := {IN’] 3~’ E T*: rn ( w>nt ‘} is the set of recrcltcrbl~ markings 
from trz. (ran,) is the wacltnbility set of the net. The nznrkirzg qqdz of N is the graph 
of the firing relation, rest1 icted to (r~). A marking nz EM is either represented as 
a map 171: S + “4, or as a vector m E IN” or as a word m E S*. The last reprclsentation 
has the advantage that letters with zero exponents can he omitted. 
For cxamplc rn : {sl, s2, .Q)-+ %i with .ql -1, s~+4, s.++S and 112 = ( 1 0, 5) and 
ttz - .s,.F: arc equivalent representations of a marking. 
We now give some relations between languages and o-languages of nets. The 
rwxt lemma will also be used as fundamental property in the following sections. 
Proof. Let be L G L(N) and N E Adh(L). Then for every i E ‘b’ * he:-e is c, E: FGU I= 
I_, such that I+] = c,. To apply the lemma of K&-rig we define tar all i E %’ the 
finite set E, := (1~’ I3rtz E Af 3~ E T*: w~,(~~)m and II (r) = c,}. Let he E = U, _, E, 
and R bs E x E the relation (MI ‘,, I$)E R iff j =i t 1 and 3t E T: rrt,(t)m~ and 
/III i = w\ i ). Then card(E) = co and V/I E wt ‘dy E E,, , 1 3s E- E,, : (.I-. y) E R. Then by 
the Icmma of Kiinip there exists an infinite scquc~!cc’ sl, ~2, . . . of elements of E 
such that ‘4~ E !‘\$ +: is,*, .Y,, + l \ E R. In our cast‘ we obtain an infinite sequence of 
markings t~rf,~tl~~. . . . with nr~,~,,)r~~,‘,) and11 (t,,) L- w(j) for all j c Q’. By omitting the 
cxponcnts / in III:, WC obtain an infinittz squence of markings fi z= INJH,, * l ’ E ,%I “I 
:tnd ;I w-word II E ‘f”’ such that 
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Proof. The lemma follows from Lemma 3.1, since FG(L,(N))~L(N) for every 
nei N. q 
Remark. By this lemma the w-languages of YW are closed sets in the topology on 
X”, which is defined in [l]. This is not true for .YWh as shown in the proof of the 
next theorem. 
Lemma 3.3. (a) P=br all nets IV, F,(N) =F(N) = Adh(F(N)). 
(b) For all h-f ree nets N, L,(N) = L(N) = Adh(L(N)). 
(c) There nrc ilets N with L,,(N) 4 L(N). 
Proof. (a) follows immediately from the definition: 
11’ EF,,, ( N ) H III (,( rv ) 
H Vi: \t*[i]EF(N) 
e 3 j: q EF(N)dj 3: L’, = Iv[i] 
cc 
Since F(N) and L(N 1 are closed under the left factor operation we have in (al 
Adh!F(Nr)=FG(F(N)) =FrN) and the same in (b) and (c) for f_(N). Also in 
0~) and (c) we have 
-4E L(N), 
hence L,,,(N)cr L(N). 
The nontrivial part of the lemma: L(N) c L,(M 1 in (b) follows from Lemma --_ 
3.1: if N is h-free with L := L(N), we obtain L(N) = Adh(LW)) c L.,,,(N). 
L(N)gL,(N) holds for Examplp 32(b), where L(N) =b’“, but L,(N) =O. 3 
We now prove that the languages defined so far form a strict hierarchy. By 
TYPEO,,, we denote the set of &anguages accepted by nondeterministic Turing 
machint’s, as dtfincd in [61. 
Proof. The first two inclusions follow directly from the definition. IJ5kg an arbitrary 
simulation technique of a net by a Turing machine, also the last inciusion becomes 
evident. 
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Now we will prove that the inclusions are strict. Clearly L := {ab”, aab”}c 2& 
Suppose that there is a net N with F,(N) =L. Let be vdab”) = mlm2m3 l l l and 
cpo(ad~“)=m~m;m~ * . - Since a is an unique transition name we have m ‘1 = m 1. 6 
can fire in ml Therefore m2aml. ab” has concession in rni =ml, and by m+rnl 
also in m2. But then abab” E F,(N), is contradiction to the assumption L = F,(N). 
Therefore & f 9”. 
To prove 9, fywh we add to the net of Example 3.1 a new transition ts and 
arcs (s3, ts), (ts, sj) with W(s3, ts) = W(fs, ~3) = 1. We redefine h by 12 (11) = h (t2) = 
h tt4) = h and h (f3) = a, h (ts) = 6. Then we obtain a net N’ with o-language 
L := L,(N’)=a”b”. S’ mce a” E Adh(FG(L 1) -L the w-language L has not the 
property of Lemma 3.2 and does not belong to .Z?w. 
To prove .& # TYPEO, we consider the context free language L := {a ‘6’~ 1 i 2 1) 
and the O- Ianguage L”‘. Obviously L” ETYPEO,,. Now suppose that there is a net 
IV with L, UV) = L‘“. Consider a sequence of markings a = qpo( w ) where It ( w ) = 
II ,” 1 u WC E L”‘. Let p be the subsequence of 1x which is defined by 
U?,,(c,)~(j) Mz(zJ,) = (rI:_, a’b’c)LIi’ * for all i 2 1 and the label of the last transition 
of c, is not A. Then ,5I contains two elements’p ( j), P(k) with i < k and p ii) s p(k). 
Rut then from P(k) the firing sequence can fire that also fires from p(i). We 
ob~;rin a w-word which contains the finite subword CRY%” *c. By i <k this is in 
contradiction to the definition of L’“. This fast part of the proof is from [?I. 2 
We &XC this section by the observation, that for til-languages many results are 
easier to derive than the corresponding properties for languages of nets. For 
illstancc, the proof of y f y,+ in [12] is harder than our proof of y,,, #y (,,, . To some 
extent the property 9?c,,h #TYPE& can be related to the conjecture that the set 
of all terminal languages is different to the set TYPE0 of all recursively enumerable 
languages. This conjecture would follow from a proof that the well-known rcachabil- 
it? problem for nets is decidable. 
The idea of the proof of 9<,,,, f TYPEO,,, has been used by several authors [lS, 
301 to argue that some synchronization problems cannot he modelled by nets. For 
ins;tancc, let cl denote the event of an access of a reader process to a critical region. 
I.ct b denote its exit. Suppose that there is an unbounded number of such processes. 
kt ~7 &note the access and exit of a writer process to the same critical region. 
Then the set I_“’ in the last proof charact erizcs the set of infinite Icgal event sequences 
waler the :lssumption of mutual exclusion of reader and writer processes. As shown, 
this c‘anr~ot bc the bchaviour of a (Inbelledr net. 
4. w-languages of Petri nets with defining sets of markings 
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Definition 4.1. Tf D c A4 is a finite set of markings, then 
L(N, D)={h(v)I3m ED: m,(v)m} 
is the terminal anguage of the net. 
Zo={L(N, D)INh-free, DCM finite} 
is the class of terminal languages. 
For the modelling of nonterminating processes also cyclic nets are of importance, 
vqhere only those firing sequences are relevant that produce again the initial marking. 
Definition 4.2. L,,,(N) := L(N, {mo}) is the cyclic language of a net and 
.Y CYC := {L,,,W) 1 N is a A-free net} is the class of cyclic net languages. 
In the case of infinite words a terminal marking makes no sense. Therefore 
o-IanguLges for automata have been defined, where some fixed set of ‘designated 
states’ must be reached in a particular way during the execution of the automaton. 
In our case we use in the same way ‘defining sets of markings’. Since the purpose 
of Petri nets is not to accept words, bu. v+ tu define the behaviour of concurrent 
systems, we say that a o-language is the behaviour of a net. 
Definition 4.3. Let be ar E ItI” an infinite sequence of markings and ‘3 = 
(Dl,Dz,*. . , D~}E L?‘(M) a finite set of finite sets of markings, Then we say that 
(a1 CY is l-successful or touching For 9, 
if 3DE9 3i:aC)ED; 
(b) a is I’-successful or complete&y enclosed for 9, 
if 3D~9 Vi: cu(i&D; 
(c) cy is 2-successful or repeatedly successful for 5? 
if 3Dd?: In(at)nD$@; 
id) cy is 2’-successful or eventually enclosed for 22. 
of 3DC4: In(cu)cD; 
(e) (Y is 3-successful or eventually terminal for 9, 
if 30&Z: In(cY)=D; 
Definition 4.4. A system 9 of defining marking sets is a finite set 9 = {D 1, . . . , Dk} 
of finite sets 0, c M of markings. A given net N with a system 9 of defining 
marking sets will be written (N, 9) and also called a net. For i E (1, l’, 2: 2’, 3) the 
i-klquagc or the i-behwiour of (IV, -9 1 is defined by 
and qo( c ) is i-successful for 9 ). 
lfG?={D) is a singleton set we also write L:,(N, D). The corresponding classes of 
i-behaviours arc denoted Y:,,. 
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Definition 4.5. Nets (IV, 9) and (IV’, 9’) ?will be called i-quitdent if L,(N, 9) = 
L:,(N’, 5% 
i-behaviours correspond to ‘i-accepted words’ in [S, 63 and to ‘i-definable sets’ 
in [ 181, where also the motivation for this notation is given (they correspond to 
the Bore1 hierarchy for a topology on X”). 
To apply these notions to problems in the field of concurrent systems, we use 
the well-known example of the ‘Five Dining Philosophers’ from [7]: 
“Five philosophers, numbered from 0 through 4, are living in a house where the 
table is laid for them, each philosopher having his own place at the table. Their 
only problem-besides those of philosophy-is that the dish served is a very 
difficult kind of spaghetti, that has to be eaten with two forks. There are two 
f’orks next to each plate, so that presents no difficulty: as a consequence, however, 
no two neighbours may be eating simultaneously.” 
We extend the example in the following way. Each philosopher can think in two 
different and mutual exclusive ways: as empiricist (following the philosophy of 
David Hume) or as (transcendental) idealist (following the philosophy of Immanuel 
Kant). 
Fig. 2 represents philosopher i by a vet N,. After thinking he takes the forks at 
the same time -if possible. After eating he can think again. or leave the dining 
room. Let N denote the whole net with five philosophers, i.e. the collection of all 
nets No through & with the five places forko, . . . , fork4 identified. We assume 
X - T and II -= id. 
thin k_Hume. 
t 
think-Kant 
i 
i-t-l 
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We define the following defining set of marking sets. If sl, . . . , sk are some places 
of the net, then ~(s~,...,s~)~={~~R(N~~Vi~{l,...,k}3m~~:nz(~~~>O). 
Using Definition 4.4 we formally define the following behaviours. 
A ‘fair’ behaviour of some philosophers {iI, , . . , ik} E (0, . . . ,4} could mean that 
every of these philosophers never eats for the last time, i.e. is eating infinitely often. 
This behaviour is Li(N, G&), where 91 := g(eati, . . . , eati, ). To verify this property 
recall that w E Lt(N, 91) implies that V&V) is 3-successful for 6S1 i.e. In(cpo(w)) E G&. 
By the definition of 91 eati,, . . . , eati, arc infinitely often marked. 
We now give examples for the other behaviours, as defined above. For the sake 
of simplicity we first consider philosopher i isolated from the others, i.e. we assume 
the net Ni as isolated net. We could equivalently assume the other philosophers 
j f i to be passive in ‘out of roomi’. To represent markings of N; as vectors, 
we assume the ordering (s,, ~2, ~3, sj, ~5, sb) = (think_Humei, think -Kanti, eati, 
out of roomi, forki, fork irt I,~~,& for the places. The set of reachable markings 
of Ni consists in the markings HUME := (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, l), KANT := (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1 ), 
EAT := (0, 0, 1, 0, 0,O) and OUT := (0,O. 0, 1, 1,l). 
A specification that philosopher i is an ‘idealist’ can be given by the behaviour 
Lz(Ni, 02) where D2 := {KANT, EAT, OUT}. This means that after a finite time 
philosopher i will never again be in the state think_Hume,. Hence, after a finite 
time of thinking, he decides to think only in the lines of Kant’s philosophy as a 
transcendental idealist. By this behaviour the philosopher is free to leave the room 
or not. In L3(Ni, 02) with the same set D2, however, he also leaves the room 
infinitely often. Lz(Ni, D3) with 03 := (KANT, EAT} specifies the complementary 
case that he will eventually stay in the room. 
We call a philosopher a ‘strong idealist’ if he never tries to think as an empiriciC;t. 
This can be expressed by the behaviour Li(Ni, Dz). 2-behabiour can be useci to 
specify that philosopher i infinitely often thinks like Hume or like Kant: L:(Ni, c)4) 
with Dq = {HUME, KANT}. In L:(Ni, &) with D5 ‘= {OUT} Ile infinitely &en 
leaves the room. To be complete we also give an example for a l-behdvjour. 
L$(Iv,, {EAT}) specifies philosopher i to eat at least once in his (eternal) life time-. 
Let us come back to the net N representing the collection of all the five 
philosophers. By choosing the right defining sets CSi, we can specify for any one of 
the philosophers a particular behavjour. To give an example, wc consider the 
bchavjour L of N where philosopher 0 is a strong idealist, philosopher 2 will 
eventually stay in the room, and all plilosophers behave fair: 
where 
C& := (D c R(N) jV/zt E D: nz (think Humeo) = 0}, 
93 := (3 E-. R(N) 1 Vdrtz E D : IZZ (out of room2) = 0) 
and C& is given 2s defined above. 
to characterize i-behaviours of nets. 
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We will ust; w-languages of finite automata 
Therefore we now define i-regular sets. 
Definition 4.6. A finite (nondeterministic, incomplete) automaton d = 
(Q, X, E, ql,, 2) is given by a finite set of states Q, an input alphabet X, a set of 
edges EcQxXxQ, an initial state ~(,EQ and a finite set S.B={Dl,...,Dk} of 
defining states Di E Q. A o-path is an infinite sequence of edges p = (qil, -Xi,, qi,), 
(qr2, ~1~9 qi%), (qil, ~(3, qi.?), * * * with qil = qo. The projections f: E + Q and g: E +X, 
defined by f@ x, (I’) := q and g(q, x, 4’) := x are extended to mappings f: I?” -* 0’” 
and g : EC” + X”’ by f(p)(i) := f@(i)) and g(p)(i) := g(I-l(i)) for all iEN+. f(p) is 
called the run and g(p) the word of the w-path 9. For i E (1, l’, 2,2’, 3) a path p 
is i-.~rlccr.ssfirl, if f’(p) is i-successful for 2? in the sense of Definition 4.3. The 
i-/artguag:e of .s$’ is defined by Li(s8) := {g(p) E X” lp is an i-successful path}. &’ 
dcnotcs the set of all i-languages of finite automata which arc also called i-regular 
Irr~l~lmgrs. 
Since every automaton can be seen as a net we obviously have 9’ c xi,, for all 
i .- { 1. 1’) 2, 2’, 3). 
Construction 4.1. Every automaton & = (Q, X, E, $2 1 can be transformed into a 
net NM! with set of places Q and firing relation y(fj$ itf ((I, s, ~1’) E E and It 10 = s. 
I Recall that L{ and 4’ denote markings by Definition 3.10.) Then wc obtain 
I,:,,/ N M ),Y I = L,(d) showing 92 i c_ YI, for all i. Conversely every (IV, 2 ) with finite 
reachability set (MZ~J can be transformed into an automaton ,&N) such that 
I_,(.:ZUV)J I= L:,OV, 2). For the details of such a construction see Lemma S. 1. 
In [ I 1 ] it is shown .Y? ’ 2 A’ ’ = 3’ s A” = ;A?.’ \and A’ ’ 2 8’ if nondeter.ministic 
and complete automata are considered). The set of j-regular o-languages over the 
alphabet X has been characterized by Rkhi and McNaughton by finite unions of 
sets BC”‘. where B c_ X* and C c X ’ are regular languages (see [4, 81). To give a 
similar characterization for net behaviours we introduce the following notation for 
familics of languages. 
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In proofs on nets we will use the so-called ‘standard’-form of a net with terminal 
marking set D [lo]. Such a net has three distinguished places, called ‘stC!rt’, ‘run’ 
and ‘stop’ place. They are denoted by so, sr and s& respectively. The initial marking 
rno = so (for the notation see Definition 3.10) consists of one token in A~. Every 
transition, that can fire in m. removes this token and adds a token to sr. With the 
exception for the first firable transitions, each transition can fire only if the run 
place s, contains one token. The terminal marking set is D = {Q}. This terminal 
marking can be reached only by removing the token from the run place. Hence in 
sCi no transition has concession. The start place has no input transitions and the 
stop place has no output transition. 
For every net (N, D) a net (N’, D’) in standard form can be constructed such 
that L(W) = L(N) and 22(N’, D’) = L(N, D) [lo]. From this it easily follows that 
2’(, is closed by union (identify the start places of two nets) and also closed under 
the complex product (identify the start place of the second net with the stop place 
of the first). The latter construction will be cAled the compkx product corzstructiotz 
of nets. 
Lemma 4.1. All c/asses of languages 3; are closed under finite uniorr. 
Proof. Given two nets (N, 2) and (N’, 22’) we can introduce a run place sr for N 
and a run place s: for N’. Then we juxtapose the nets N and N’ in such a way 
that by the first firing either s, or s: obtains a token, which never will disappear. 
By this construction we obtain a net N” wit!, L,(W) = L,(N) u L,,(N). Then me 
transform the markings from 2? into markings for N” by adding zero components 
for the places coming from N’ and a component containing 1 for s,. The sar;lc is 
done for .‘I’ and the union of these sets of marking sets is denoted Y’. Then clearly 
Lf,(N”, 2”) = L.:,(iV, .I 1 V L~o(iV’, 53’). El 
Proof. In (a)-(e) we have to prove an inclusion U,“_ I A& E .Yk,. Since 2’1, is closed 
under union, it will be sufficient to show AB E Y:,, for appropriate sets A and B. 
The proofs of (a) and (c) are also simplified by the observation that L:(N, 9) = 
L:,,N, U(D /D E 5’)) for i E (1,2}. So 9 can be assumed to be a singleton set in 
these cases. 
(a) To prove .2’,‘, E _Y’(, 09~~ assume that L =LL(N, D) for a net N and a set D. 
Then for every w = Hal, with ueTW there is U+U with UZ&A&.! and dED. 
Let A$ be the net N with the new initial marking d. Then u’ = I: lrrl)h(u2) E 
L(N, {d})L,(Nd). Repeating this construction for every d ED we obt2q L = 
cfCi, I: f.(A’. {d}X,,,(N,, ). 
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On the other hand, given L = L(N, D) E& and L’= LJN’), we can assume that 
(N, D) and N’ are in standard form. Then we apply the complex product construction 
to obtain a net N”. We will prove that L(N”, D) = L 9 L’. In fact, if w = h(u 1 E 
L(N”, D ) then u decomposes into u = u1u2 with mo(u l)d and d ED. Since (N, D) 
is in standard form 1i2 cannot clontain a transition from N, hence 112 EF(h ‘I dnd 
1%’ =/I(u#~(u~)EL l L’. On theother hand for BE L, ME L’we have m&~&i, 
d ED in N and s&~) in PP. Therefore w = h(ul)h&) E UN”, D). 
cb) Let L = LL(N, 9). We transform N into an automaton ti with state set 
Q=IJ(DIDEW r and initial state mo. The edges E are defined by the firing relation 
on Q. Then for .& = (Q, X. E, qo, 9) we obtain L = L1e (d) E 6% “- On the other 
hand a given automaton ti can be transformed into a net (N&Z), 9) such that 
I,,‘,;w, 9 1 = LJ&&. 
(~1 Let L = L,“,[N, D) E 92. For every d E D let Nd be the net N with initial 
marking d. Then MT = ir (u B EL iff u E n$: 1 Idi where ~z(l(fl:=, lfi)d for all j E N 
and sornc: ti E D. Hence we have zll E L(N, (n}) and 14; E L,,.,(N,i) for all i > 1. It 
foi!ows i- c UJGr;, LAN, {d}) = r lJc&VJ’. Clearly this inclusion can be replaced by 
quality. 
On the other hand for A = L(N, D) and B = L&N’) we transform (N, D) into 
a standard form net. T’--- llLI~ we combine N and N’ in such a way that instead of a 
token in a stop place of N the initial marking tn[, of N’ is reached. For this net 
Iv” with D” = (1&J we have w = h (14 ) E Lf,( N”, D”) iff 1~ = h (II ), 14 = np‘.,, u , 
m,,( I&VIZ:, and for atl j 3 1 : m,,(ni cl rr,)m~, iff 1s’ = h (u ), 14 = flf”-,, II,, h(z~,) E A and 
tl in; , 11,) E B “’ i ff ~1 E A - B”‘. 
(cl) and ie). We give the proof of (d) and mention in parentheses the modifications 
to he made in the case of (e). Let be L = L:,,(N, 9 1 E$‘~,, for i = 2’ (i = 31. Then for 
each pair of G :-= ((0, n) 1 D E -9, d E D) we construct a finite automaton .#, with 
D as set of states and initial state cz’ E D. The input alphabet is X and Ef, is defined 
11~ the firing relation of N restricted to D, i.e. for ~1, P?Z’E D we define an edge 
1 in, .Y, fd) in .i& iff in (t)r~’ for some transition t of N with h(l) = s. 
;& := tD, X, E$, (i7, D) I’-accepts (3-accepts) the language A$. 
‘I‘0 pi-ovt’ Y’, . .-n ’’ z ,y;; KY’~&cY’~,) let I. ==lJ: 1 L(N,,D,\. L,~A,) for i= 1’ 
(I - 3 ). Then !ve transform all (/Vi, Dj\ into standard form and all Ai into the 
corrccpondirig net N(A,). By the complex product construction, applied to N, and 
.vi.4,) for c:ich i. WC’ get nets cN,, D, 1, where D, corresponds to the designated set of 
,,z ,. 
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Then we identify all start places of N, (j = 1, . . . , k) to obtain a net N. If Ej is the 
set of markings Dj, but represented in N, i.e. the additional places are added as 
empty places, then wedefine 2 := {6,lj = 1, . . . , k} andprovef. = Lj(N, 9) for i = 2’ 
(i = 3). 
In fact, for er’ E L.& 9) with i = 2’ (i = 3) there is 14 E T”, h (u j - w and In(q& )) c 
D (In(&d)) = D) for some D E 9. Hence for some i ‘z N and all 4 2 i we have 
cpo(~[q])(q)~ D. Therefore?r(u[i])E L(Nj, Dj) for somej and $(M)E Li(A,) for some 
j’+,. ..,k)andw=h(u)EL. 
L c L,(N, S? 1 follows in a similar way. rL1 
Corollary 4.1. For i E (1. 1’) 2,2’) for every (N, 9) there is (N’, D ), D c_ M srrch that 
L:,:.‘V, 2) = L:,(N’, D). 
Proof. For i E. { 1,2) this is obvious and already used in the preceding proof. For 
every automaton S$ = (0, X, E, qo, 2) there is an l’-equivalent automaton SQ’ = 
(Q’, X, E’, (I:,, D’) with D’s Q’. Using this in parts (bf and (d) of the preceding 
proof, the corollary also follows for i E { 1’) 2’). [3 
By this corollary for the remainder of this section designated sets are supposed 
to be finite subsets of M in the cases i e (1, l’, 2,2’}. By Theorem 4.1 we are in 
the position to easily derive the inclusions, holding between the classes Yt,,. 
Theorem 4.2. 
Proof. (a) Y’,O c Y’! follows from Y,f, = Y,, * YU, and {A) E Xt,. 
cb) Every L E flfi I’ can be I’-accepted by an automaton d, where all w-paths are 
l’successful. By canonical transforming& into a net N (A?) we obtain L,(N(.d)f = L, 
I’ 
hence A’ ’ C_ Yw. Therefore 9:; = S! ’ c Lf,, and _I;p- = Ye, 0 %! ” E A!?,‘,. i* 
(c) ~,‘,‘&“C~,,Q&‘_Z~~. 
td) From~“cr~~-~[9]follows~~ =Y o,#*‘E:L&v~‘=Y~,, 
i e) To prove Af’i c Y’,:, we first recall ‘ihat .Y?’ = KC,, (2) = 9 y,, .8 where A! is 
the class of regular sets. 
Every language of the form C with C E ~9 is in 5&. If L E Y;,‘, = -I/i0 0 3’ = 
Y’,, c ( :Y? o,,, 4’ 1 then L is a finite union o ’ languages ABC“’ where A E Y(,, B E Y?, 
C E 3. But then AB E Y,, and C’” E YcYc. hence L E 2Yf, 0 2&. = 2:. 
(f) Since .Y’,,c G I Yt,, we have -Y’c, = Y(, ccI, Y+ c L?(, 0” Y. = KC&FJ. Z 
In the remainder of this section we will show that there are no other inclusions 
than those mentioned in Theorem 4.2. In particular the inclusions of the theorem 
are strict. 
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Lemma 4.2. 2:: z 2,. 
Proof. For L := a *bP E S2’ E 9: we prove L& 9”. Assume that L = L,(N) for -. 
some net N. Then by Lemma 3.3(b) L = L(N,!. Since a* c L(N) we also have 
a”’ E i?cZ.$V) = L. This is a contradiction to the definition of L. (For a similar 
proof see 118, p_ 3901.) Cl 
Proof. Consider the net N of Fig. 3 with the zero-marking 0 as initial marking. 
By this net we define the language L := L2(N, (0)) of Y’,‘, and prove that L, does 
not belong to Z’z,. Suppose L E 24’: and consider the o-word w := nFZ 1 n’h’ E L. 
By Theorem 4.1 we have 2?: =P’~~o$?” and L=IJr,l AiB, with A,EPY;), BiEd?‘. 
Hence for MI E L there is an index 15-j 5 tz such that w EA,B, and a number k 
with &IV) E I$. Bi is 3-accepted by an automaton & with finite number af 
states. /‘(w) contains a subword 6” with m >n, i.e. T’(W) = u~ba”‘b”aw’. The path 
in ,!$ corresponding to 6” contains at least one state twice, hence also 
ti = t’,ba”‘h m+raw’ is 3-accepted by .& (r XI). But I? := w[k]t; E A,Bi c L is in 
contradiction to the definition of the net N. In fact after firing rrfk ]clb = n:‘! 1’ a%’ 
the place s is empty and a firing of a “‘h “* ’ r (r HII is impossible from the zero 
marking 0. Z 
Fig. 3. A counterexample net. 
Lema 4.4. Y,f, ;f .Y,‘,,. 
Proof, Fo; I, := (a”-b )“’ E &*‘cy,, o .jn” = Ip; we show L&P’,‘,,. Assume L E d;p!,. Then 
by Theo&m 4.2 L I= IJ:‘_. I A,Bi where Ai E 6%(,, Bi ~2’~. For every o-word 
IS’, -I= l-l 7 ! (a”%) EL there isanumber k, E fUuch that &w,)EU:’ 1 Bi.Theinfinite 
set of these w-words is denoted by C. Now two cases are possible: 
In the first case the set R = {r E IQ/ 3~ : a ‘t! E C} is not bounded. Then there is a 
set R,, say B,,, i 1 .--G i,,5:. 11 I such that {r E N/ 3~: &,J E B,,,) is also unbounded. But 
then for a rlet N with L,,,(N) = I?,,, also (I(“ is contained in L,,,N = B,,, (by Lemma 
3.3(b)) in contradiction to the definition of L. 
III the second case the cet R is bounded. Then there is a word c’() such that 
R’ :j&.$j3 c: G,CI k E C} is unbounded. Then as in the first case with r,,a”‘, instead 
of [I ‘I’, WC obtain a contradiction. 5 
Lemma 4.5. .=/i, g Y$,. 
Proof0 The net N of Fi;:. 3 is known to have a language L(N) with a not semilinear 
Parikh image. This follows from the property that every 13 i=’ LI VI satisfies 
‘I’i,, ~ 2’ ‘I’ ~ 
~call that j~‘j,, is the number of occurrences of the letter tz in the word r). 
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Y-r C 
Fig. 4. A net with r.onsemrlinear language. 
For L := L,(N) E YW we prove L&Z’~<Assume L = L”(N’, 9) for some net N’ 
and some finite set 9. Let rfi := (~l;)~ -+) be the sequence of markings t7zi obtained 
by firing the o-word: 
from the initial marking. By u’ E L and tht definition of L’(N’, 9) there is a marking 
uz E D 5 9 such that 1~ = III,, for infinitely many indices i, < i2 c i3 < - l a . Let 
Ii’1 := b~[i,] and 4 := \W & + 2. Then there is an index ik such that PIZ,, (ua I’) wit:t 
P ,> 2” and uldj s 1, i.e. the next entire block of letters a after f?ri, contains more 
than 2’? occurrences of a. 
Theorem 4.3. Bet\veell the classes jp, and or;f?:,, (i = 1, l’, 2, 2’, 3) there are no other 
irtclusions valid, than those shorvn in Theorem 4.2. In particular, these inclusions 
are Qrict. 
Proof. Four cases of non-inclusion are shown in Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. 
The other cases also follow from these lemmas and Theorem 4.2 by the fact, that 
for arbitrary sets A, A’, B, B’ from A g B, A GA’ and B’ E B it follows that A’ SC B, 
Ag B’ and A’g B’. The different cases of these conclusions are listed in Table 1. 
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5. Defining sets on bounded places 
The hierarchy of w-languages 3’: in Theorem 4.2 differs from the corresponding 
hierarchies of nondeterministic finite automata or nondeterministic pushdown 
automata. Having a.:closer look to the reasons for this difference, we observe a 
fundamental difference in the definitions of w-languages. For automata the 
definitions of i-acceptance refer to w-sequences of states in the finite control. Our 
definition for Petri nets, however, imposes the corresponding definition on w- 
sequences of markings. In automata theoretic terms we did not only restrict the 
finite control but also the whole memory space. 
Therefore we now define the classes a:,, which are defined only by some finite 
control for the net. In Section 6 we then will compare the classes Z’:,, and 33:“. 
Definition 5.P. A place :i ES of a net N is k-bolrn&l (k E N), if ~1 (k ) s k for all 
rexhable markings III E (m,,). A set of places Sb c S is k-hourzdcd, if all places s E S,, 
arc k-bounded. Si, is howrded if it is k-bounded for some k E Q. 
We mention that it is decidable whether a set SI, is bounded or not [ 131. An 
itrhitrary set of bounded places can be seen as the finite control of the net. We 
therefore restrict the definition of an i-successful sequence to the markings of a 
fixed bounded set of piaces. 
Definition 5.2. If S,, = {s,,, . . . , s,,} is a subset of S = {sl, . . , , s,,), then the /:rojuc:ic,n 
pi-c;,, : c 2 + hr gi\.cs for every marking !ll E %” the restriction 1~’ := prs,,(v~ I E Yir to the 
places of S,,. i.c:. IN%, ) := m (i, I for all 1 c--j --. r. Then similar as in Section 4, for a 
given net N - LS, T, F, IV, Ir, m& a set of bounded places S,, G S and a set ‘3 = 
in,. *. . , &} of finite subsets D, G “ti’ and i E {I, l’, ,_, L , . 9 ?’ 3) WC define the hrrzdcti 
i-hhr-ittrrr of t;y, Sf,, ? 1 by 
‘1’0 giw an ~samplt~, we come back to the problem of the tive philosophers in 
Scition 4. It might 1~ possible that some philosopher i has \Jriority over philosopher 
i when starting to eat. WC want to model onl>* those behaviours where at any time 
the number of occurrences of the event ‘start eating’ for philosopher j does not 
UKCCXI the corresponding number for philosopher j. To this end we introduce a 
IlCM’ pl&X ‘difY. \v e add some arrows to the net N in such :I way that the number 
of token> in the place ‘ditf’ :~lwa\~s gives the di5ercncc off these occurrences. This 
GUI 1~ ~W-IL~ tw :icfdir:g arrows leading from each of the input transitions of ‘cat!’ 
to .diff’ :~ncl from ‘diif’ to each of the input transitions of ‘eat,‘. In the modified net 
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N’ an input transition of eatj cannot occur if the place ‘diff’ is empty, which means 
that the number of occurrences of ‘start eating’ are e:qual for both philosophers. 
The place ‘diff’ is not bounded. Hence the reachability set R(W) of N’ is infinite. 
As a result of this, also the set gl(eati,, . . . , eati,) in t!ie example is infinite, as well 
as the elements of this set. The behaviours of the example cannot be defined as 
i-behaviours, since 9 in L:,,(lV, 9) has to be a finite set of finire sets. However, all 
the behaviours of the example are bounded i-behaviours S: tIV’, Sh, 9 ) of N’ when 
Sh is the set of bounded places of N’. 
To simplify proofs, we show that the classes & remain unchanged, if tne 
definition is restricted to l-bounded subsets. We then also explicitly use the notion 
of a finite control of a net. 
Definition 5.3. A set of places Q c_ S of a net N ;= 5, T, F, \I/, h, mom is called /kite 
corttrol of N, if Q is l-bounded and for every reachable marking 1711 of N exactly 
one place 9 E Q contains a token. Then the marking m is also written as 
contr(nr 1 := (q, prs &TZ )) E Q x hf, where r = card(S - 0) and Q x F$’ is identified 
with Q. q is called the srare of m. As before we use the notation pr&t ) = y to 
denote the control state of YII and extend it componentwise to infinite sequerces 
of markings The state of the initial marking r2zo is denoted by qo. We assume 
contr(llr,l) = (q{,, 4)) where 0 is the null vector. If $7 is a set of subsets of Q then 
i-successful in 2) 
Lemma 5.1. For wiry L = B:,(N, &, 2’) me can eflecticcly fid a rwt N’ wit/t finite 
cmtrul Q and 23 c P(Q) such that L = B:(N’, Q, 9). 
Proof. For N = 6, T, F, W, II, uzo) we fir:.t construct the coverability graph G = 
( V, E, L‘,,) as defined in [ 131. The set of vertices V is a finite subset of fVzrd”“, 
where ‘+i= := IV \.J{oo}. The set E c V x T x V is the set of edges (labelled by 
Tl. co := m. is the initial node. 
To give an example consider the net in Fig. 1, but with two tokens in the place 
s1 as initial marking. The coverability graph of this net is given in Fig. 5. sd is the 
only unbounded place. 
A coverability graph of a net N has the following properties (property (a) fol.lows 
from the original work by Karp and Miller [14], and property (b) is due t3 the 
modified construction in [13]): 
(ai A place s E S is bounded in N iti 2: (s ) = CX, for some vertex L’ E I/ in G. 
(b) For every H- E F(N) with UQ~( rs+n in N there is a path from u. to ‘orne vertex 
in G, which is labelled by 111, such that tn (s ) = P(S 1 for all bounded places s. 
Let B denote the set of bourded places of N. The net N’ = (S’, T’, F’, u;“, h’, n& 1 
is conq+ucted from N and G in the following way: 
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S I:= Vu(S-B), Q := v 
/ 
&s) ifs ES-B, 
m&) := 1 if s = vo, 
0 otherwise, 
i.e. contr(m{,) = (vO, rit), 62 = p~~-s(mo). 
s1 s2 
A 
l 
t4 
I 
\ t2 2 
s2 
I 
s 1 s3 
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s1 s2 s4 a 
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J 
t4 
a 
2 0 
s3 s4 
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For each edge e = (tl I, I, Q) in E we introduce A transition t,. such that 
(!L’~, t, 1, (I,., Q)) z F’ with multpilicity W”(tl:, t,_) = W’(t,,, ~2) = 1. In addition we 
define for s E S -- H: is., I,.) E F’ with W’(s, r(. ) = p iff (s, t\ E F with Wts, 0 = p and 
the same for (f, F)E ,F. Finally we set II’(I,,) = /I(!,) if t’ = (cl, fl, ~2). 
By this construction the places s E I/ are 1-bounded. N and N’ are r&ted as 
follows: for an arbitrary word w E X* and all ma! kings 111 we have: there is a 
ccqurnce L* E T* witE m,,(~‘)m and /I (~7 ) -= N’ in N if and only if there are (q, /IA E 
Q >( “;,‘r, [.l E T’” , in N’ with (q, td = contr(tTz) and (Q,, 6) (c’)(q, 4) and 1r’~‘) = W. 
The net A” constructed in such a way from the covttrabilitv graph in Fig. 5 is given 
in Fig. 6. 
From thispropertyitfollowsL,,(N) = Z~,,,(lV’).Tode,fine~‘from~ = (01,. . . , Dk} 
WC first recall that the markings in D, are defined for bounded places in B. Hence 
\uch a marking 1~ E D, corresponds to all vertices c E V such that LIZ (~1 = I*(S) for 
a11 5 E H. Thus m has to be replaced by all these corresponding states: for every 
/I, II- i- k 1 wc dt_%ne 
I -; :- {DsQ;f or ever; m E Di there is a state 
q E D such that prs,, (q ) = nr } 
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Fig. 6. A net with finite control. 
As a last step, like the standard form construction of [lo], as mentioned in Section 
4, we transform N’ in such a way that contr(mJ = (qo, 0). Cl 
By Lemma 5.1 nets with finite control are normal form nets for bounded 
i-behaviour. This allows to translate the corresponding proofs for nondeterministic 
pushdown automata in [S] in a nearby unchanged way. 
Lemma 5.2. Ench class a:,, (i E { 1, l’, 2, 2’, 3)) is closed under finite union. 
Proof. Given (N, Q, $2) and (N’, Q’, 9’1 we introduce a new initial state 41;. For 
each transition I of N or N’, having the initial states 4() and 4[,, respectively, as 
input places we introduce a copy t”, which has 4;; as input place instead of 40 or 
411, respectively. All other arcs connected with I remain unchanged in the copy. 
Then by It (f”) := 11 (t) the copy-transition C” is able to simulate the original transition 
t. With this new common initial state we construct a new net by putting together 
the two nets, keeping disjoint ail other places and transitions. For this net N” we 
have Co:?V”~ = f.,{l‘v ) u L,(N’). Using the disjoint union of defining sets we also 
obtainB1,(N”,QuQ’,~u~‘)=BZ(N,Q,~)uBw(N’,Q’,~’) G 
Lemma 5.3. $3: = ;jn:. 
Proof. Suppose L E B,f, and L=&(N,Q,9) with 9={&...,&}. Then we 
construct a new net N’ with the set of states Q’ := Q’j ) v Qt2), where QCi’ := (4’” 14 E 
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Q} for i F {l, 2) are copies of Q. Once the net N’ has reached q”), it behaves like 
N in state q. In addition some nondeterministic choices are possible which will be 
~Jisc~lssed now. The initial state of N’ is &’ (where q. is the initial state of N). 
,9fter qi:’ only states from 0”’ are used, until a state qj” E 
D; := {q”‘E Q” ‘j 31’: 1 < j d k and 4 E Di} is reached. Let be qi+ 1 a state of N, that 
can be rtiBched by the firing of a transition labelled by 6. Then the next state in 
N’ by firing a transition labelled b can be either 4 is_‘1 or 412,)1. In the latter case all 
follower states are in Q(‘), i.e. an infinity of states lies in Q”‘. Therefore L C_ 
&‘{N’, Q’, Q12’). By a similar argument this inclusion is not strict, hence L E a:. 
Conversely, suppose L =Bz(N,Q,9) with C!?=(D1,..., Dk). For each DiE2 
WC construct a COPY Q”) := {4”‘14 E Di} (1 si s k). Then we construct a net N’ 
with states Q’ = Q pi U,“_ 1 Q”‘. The initial state of N’ is the same as in N’, namely 
+, E Q. Whenever N enters a state 4 E Dip N’ may choose to enter a corresponding 
state yri )E Q”’ and continue to imitate N in Qti’, guessing that from now on N 
will stay in D,. For N’ it is never possible to leave the state set Q’? N’ is blocked 
in cast N later on enters a state outside D,. From this we conclude L = 
R’tA”, Q’, D’) with D’ :== U f 1 Q”‘. U 
Proof. For i =. 1 and i = 2 the result is obvious. For i = 2’ we apply the construction 
of the prcccding proof in both directions. Then we first obtain a net with the same 
1 -hchaviour and then a net with same 2’-behaviour, but 9 - {D}, as required. The 
analogous construction applies for i = 1’. q 
131’ this Icmrna w.1.o.g. in the cases i f 3 we assume that :J‘ is a singleton set. 
/ = {D j is also written as D. 
Lemma 5.5. .~i?~~ = :Yl;1,. 
Proof. For I, E .A’:, by 1 tmma 54 it is sufficient to assume L = Rf,(N, Q, D?, D C_ 0 
for some net N with ctate set Q. Then clearly, with 9 := {D, z Q / D1 n D * tl} WC 
(Main 1. z RJ,(N, Q. CJS ). 
To pri~\~c ;n,l, G &,, we tirst observe that any memi~er of &, is a finite union of 
3-hchztviours I_ 1 &J N, Q, D ‘I with singleton set D. Since a,‘, is closed under union 
it is sutficicnt to prove L E .$I~,. If D - (ql, . . . , qk } has k members then we first 
dctinc k copies D”’ = 
;J; 
{(7”‘il7 E-. D} of D and construct the new state set Q’ := Q u 
D’!‘\_.:{1;1}. The new net N’ with $tatc set Q’ works as !V when control is 
rc;Gning within Q or within each of D”‘. In addition for every transition in N 
moving the control from qr to a state q, E D we add in N’ a new transition (with 
the same label 1 moving + in Q to the copy qk*’ E D”‘. In a similar way, for each 
trancition f from qI 6 D i 1 - r c k I to qq E D in !V we add a transition I’. which 
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allows N’ to change control in a nondeterministic way from qr’ E LY) to q:‘+‘) E 
D? Finally for the case r = k from q”’ the net N’ can first change control to 
q by transition I’ and then to q:” by a transition t” simulating transition t of N. 
In this step the Mlowing difficulty appears. In the last case transition t of N is 
simulated by two transitions t and t” of N We can define h(r’) := h(t), but what 
about h(P)? It is known from [8] that such transitions t” having no labels can be 
eliminated, if their repeated firing is bounded. This is true in our construction. The 
transformation can be effected in such a way that q is preserved. 
We now prove L = B’(N’, Q’, (4)). In fact w E B’(N’, Q’, {fi}) iff by = /Z(P) for 
CEF,(N’) and ~~l(~)=(~,+ /prj), ?I and (q,)i?l is 2-successful in D, i.e. q~In((qj)j,I). 
By the construction of N’ control can return to 4 if and only if passing through 
a sequence of states q\“, &‘, . . . , qik’ simulating a sequence ql, 4?,. . . , qk in N. 
Hence, 1%’ belongs to the Sbehaviour of fV. q 
Lemma 5.6. 9 ,‘,: $- & :I. 
Proof. To prove the inclusion, assume L = Bij (N, Q, D), with D c Q. Then defining 
G”:=(D’GQ~L?‘~D} we obtain L = BE (N, Q, 9 1. 
To prove that the inclusion is strict, consider L = 0 ‘%n”’ E 3::. By Lemma 6.1 of 
the next sectioti Z?fy =Y‘,,, but LSYw since L = L,,(N) would imply L? 4% 
L(!V) -= L (cf. Section 3). EJ 
Lemma 5.7. $9 f, 4’ ~435. 
Proof. If L E 93:: and L = Bf; (ZV, Q, D) then we define N’ by a new state set 
Q’ := Q d D”‘. Within Q and D”‘N’ behaves like N within Q and D, respectively. 
In addition for each transition f changing a state L{~ in Q to 4, in D, we add a 
transition (with same label) to allow N’ to go from qr to the corresponding state 
ci ’ “’ in the copy D? 
We JOW prove L - &,(A/‘, Q’, D” ): w E B”(N’, Q’, D”‘) iff w = II(P) and P E 
F,,(N’) ar d prol\~o(c )) is 2-successful, i.e. In( pr&& )) n D”’ f Q). Ry the construc- 
tion of N’ the last inequality is equivalent to In(pro~(~o( c)) c D” ‘. This proves the 
inclusion stated in the le‘nma. 
The proof that the inclusion is strict is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4. For 
~=(a*~,)“‘~.~~~~~3weshowthatL~~~=~~. 
Assume 1_ = B’(N, Q, D) for some D c Q. By the definition of l-behaviour for 
each 1%’ E L the corresponding sequence of states reaches D and is unrestricted 
afterwards ;U in f,(N). As in Lemma 3.1 we apply the lemma of Khig. By the 
definition of_ L 
labelled L: such 
infinitely many 
Lemma 3.1 by 
definition of L. 
I 
1 
there is a node c that can be reached from the root oy a path 
that D is reached within c and with the following property. For 
j there is a path starting in c, labelled a’~~~, ui E X”. Then as in 
the lemma of Konig also LU (r) E L. This is in contradiction to the 
!I! 
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The lemmas of this section are summarized by the foHowi:lg theorem, which 
gives the hierarchy of bounded i-behacliour. 
Theorem 5.3.. For the classes of bounded i-behaviour the following hierarchy holds: 
3; @s;=B, _+ “‘C&=$p. 
6. The relations between behaviour and bounded belraviour 
Having established the hierarchies of the classes .=YL, and S&, we now look at the 
relationships holding between them. We will show that the class 2&, studdied in 
Section 3, connects these two hierarchies. In additi0.q we will study properties of 
the w-Kleene-closure of net languages. 
Proof. Assume L = B”(N, 0, D) with D C_ Q and define the subnet N’ of D by 
omitting all states 4 E Q -D. Then clearly L = L,(N’). 
On the other hand, if I. -1 L,(N), then we add a simple isolated place s with 
one token and denote this net by N’. Then L = B ‘(IV’, {s), {s}). rZ 
By the following lemmas we will show that there are no other inclusions, a5 
proved so far. 
Lemma 6.2, .Y’: g d:. 
Proof. Consider the net IV of Fig. 1, where one transition t5 with h (t$ = c1 and 
two arcs (s;, I<), (15, sj) ai-e added. For this modified net we have 
Assume L E Rz,t N’, Q, D) for some net N’ and D G Q. Then for every i E ‘U we 
consider an infinite firing sequence tll with h (c, ) = w, = (‘I ‘oh”‘. By 111, WC denote the 
initial segment of length i + 1 of the markings corresponding to ~7,. 
For all these sequences rtzt and their labellings (2’ WC construct a graph as in 
Lemma 3.1. Then by the lemma of KiSnig there is an infinite path IPI = 1?1( 1 MI 12) l * . . 
This infinite sequence contains an infinite subsequence k== rn(il)nt(i~) * * - with 
rrr(i,)‘m(i,+, ) for all j --5 1. Since Q is finite there are i, < i, such that rn,, and ~71,~ 
have the same control state q, i.e. pro(nz (i,)) -= pro(m (is), = q. m~i,) and t?t(iJ are on 
a path of some tlz,,. HZ,, is the prefix of an infinite sequence r?&, = r&,(1 M,,(2) - - - 
Mw1Icd by w,, -= d‘h’Y. Ry rtzti,) I(, n2 &) alto 
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is a sequence of markings belonging to a firing sequence labelled by 
& := a “-“s-“r’b”a”. In addition, since fi(i,) and fi (&,I have the same control state, 
then In(pro(m’,>> = In(pr&z,,)), hence 6 U E 9:. By i, - i, > 0 this is in contradiction 
to the definition of L. Cl 
Lemma 6.3. & EZLZ~. 
Proof. The net N in Fig. 7 has two disjoint L mponents N, and Nr. For Nr we have 
UN,) = Lc=d := {w E {c, d}” IVi: Iw[i]l, 2 lw[i&}. The left component Nr has the 
bounded I -behaviour L 1 = BL(Nl, Q, (~2)) = d3a” where (II = {sl, ~2). If N is the 
net consisting of N1 and N, together, then L := &(N, Q, {sz)) = L 1 liLc cTd, where 
v 11 w := a; * Lqtl’j 1 n: 1 ui E V, ny=, wi E W} is the shuf%e product of two O- 
ianguages Vand W. 
N\ 4 
$2 
Fig. 7. A net consisting of two parts. 
s3 
L = ZhV’, D’) is impossible for any net IV’. Any such net N’ must contain at 
least one unbounded place s to count the differences of occurrences of e and d. 
Since L 1 is not in Y,,, (Lemma 4.2), D’ contains a place si, reflecting the condition 
that a letter b occurs. By the definition of the shuffle product a token in s’ may 
occur with any context of the unbounded place s. Therefore D’ cannot be a finite 
set if 2.. = L,‘,(N’, D’). !J 
Recall that the o-Kleene-closurlx KC,,(.Y~) of a family 2, of languages is the sci: 
of all iinite unions of A Q R” with A, B E 9,. 
Proof. Let be L := {a “b” (11 2 l} E Ztl. ‘l’hen L”” E KC,(J&), but L”@ %‘: as we Will 
prove now. 
Suppose L”’ = L;(N, 0). There is a reachable marking 1% such that for infinitely 
many II E % a sequence labelled by ba”b”a can fire, and also belongs to 
sequence, labelled by a o-word of L . From fi we construct a graph as 
. 
3.1. By Kiinigs lemma there is an in;lnite path labeiled ba”. Hence 
follower marking of r% such that 
an infinite 
in Lemma 
there is a 
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such that WI +m2 and r+d+r’ = 9. (In this notation we replace sequences of 
transitions by their Iabellings.) If ml = m2 then instead of u = barada “@a also 
ba k 2da “bqa can fire, in contradiction to the definition of L. Hence we can assume 
m2 -ml =Am 30. 
By construction u belongs to a w-word of the 2-behaviour of (N, 0). Therefore 
such a word 11 can be found, which lies between two occurrences of a designated 
marking mD ED, i.e. 
for some finite words vl, ~2. Then instead of the infinite word 
also the following o-word belongs to the 2-behaviour of (IV, D): 
F3y I- -+- 2d + r’ -= q -+-d >q this is in contradiction to the definition of L’“. !?I 
Proof. For the language L E ?Yi, in the proof of Lemma 4.5 WC now show f_ GZ KC,,(Y). 
Assume L E KC,,,(,Y), i.e. L = IJ,“; 1 A,B:” for Ai, B, ~9. 
Consider the o-word 11’=n;c_,,(,~l‘ctb~“‘c)~L. Hence there is i~{l,. . ..k) 
such that w E A,Bj”, i.e. MY = LJ~,L’ I~l~J - ..witht:,,~Ai-{h~and~‘,~B,-(A)forj~l. 
Cltxrly thcrc is a subword ca ‘“ti of MY, completely lying in v2v3t!a 6 l l . If this subword 
begins in the jth element of W, then by the construction of MI such a block azh 
cannot begin with the rrth ietter of IV, where II <j. In contradiction to this fact, in 
the word W’ := c+t’ xz~j . - a E L (where C, is omitted) this block starts in a position 
I1 c . i. 3 
Proof. In Table 1 inclusion c and nz,n-inclusion g in line A and column B mean 
~1 ::. B and A g B, respectively. If nontrGa1, the corresponding proof is also men- 
tioncd. Mm-q of these proofs follow from the fact, that for A g B and A r~ A’ and 
11’ : -- H ic t’ also 17;ivt’ A 3X?, APB’andA’PR’. E3 
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Fig. 8. The hierarchies of r-behaviours. 
Table 1 
Table of inclusions. 
SC + 
L 4.5 r”4.s 
t - 5 
Tit 3.2 T-1 4.2 
sz i!z 
L 3.2 L 6.2 
c $ 
T/t 4.2 L 6.1 
G 
Tit 4.2 
P 
L 4.3 
c, 
T/t 4.2 
= 
G 
L 3.5 
P 
L 6.5 
P 
L 6.5 
.+ 
F4.3 
92 E 
L 3.2 1. 6.2 
!z 
L 6.2 ;/I 4.2 
!z 0 
L -1.2 1” 6.2 
G 
L 6.2 r;l~ 4.2 
z rf 
L 4.: L 6.2 
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L 6.’ GA 4.2 
E 
L 5.6 
!z 
I_ 6.5 
,a 
Li.6 = 
5s 
1. 5.7 
G 
L 6.5 
G 52 
L 5.6 L 5.7 
SC 
L 6.5 .- - 
sz 
L 6.3 
& i?L 
I_ 4.2 1. 6.2 
7. Conclusion and further research 
In this paper the theory of o-behaviours of Petri nets is initiated. From applica- 
tions to concurrent systems such a theory appears to be relevant. Since synchroniz- 
ation conditions can be formalized by markings, defining sets of markings can be 
ussd to describe partixlar classes of system behaviours. Whereas the resxiting 
hierarchy is diRerent to the similar case of pushdown automata, we obtained an 
analogous result, if defining sets of markings are restricted to bounded places. We 
completely investigated ail inclusions holding between these ciasses. 
In further work more formal properties of these classes ac closure properties and 
AFL-characterizations should be investigated. Also decidability properties should 
be studied. Similar work as here can be done for not A-free languages and deter- 
ministic Petri net languages [31]. 
We have studied i-behaviours of Petri nets defined by designated sets of markings. 
However it is meaningful to assume designated sets of transitions. Such behaviours 
have been investigated in [3]. It has been shown there that ‘transitional’ i-behaviour 
forms the same class as bounded i-behaviour for ai1 i E (1, l’, 2,2’, 33. Hence 
additional relevance is given to the classes 2:. 
Fairness is an important concept studied in the field of concurrent systems. An 
infinite firing sequence of a net may be called ‘not fair’ if, from some point of time 
on, a particular transition is infinitely often active, but never occurs. The class of 
fair w-behaviours of Petri nets is denoted 2Zf,“ir. 
Another notion of fairness is the following: an infinite firing sequence is ‘not 
just’ if, from some point of time on, a particular transition is permanently active, 
but never occurs. The class of just w-behaviours of nets is denoted Z’~~st. 
In [ 31 it is proved that the class 9!tir of fair behaviours of nets strictly includes 
the class 91:‘“’ of just behaviours. Both of them strictly include the two hierarchies 
studied in this paper-, i.e. Y’~,~“’ properly includes .Yl, and &. 
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